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Harmony Day 

 
Today we celebrated Harmony Day at SJIS. All the students  

came to school dressed in orange and decorated dolls in  

national costumes of various countries. Many went to great  

lengths adding a lot of details and using a variety of materials.  

After our Harmony Assembly, the dolls decorated the walls 

of the assembly hall, and look fantastic! Well done to all  

students and thank you families who supported the cause with  

a gold coin donation to the Fred Hollows Foundation.  

 

Special thanks to Ms Sawagashira and Mrs Ess for organising  

the day. 

 

Parent-Teacher Interviews 

 
Teachers have now sent confirmation times to parents who  

had requested interviews.  The interviews are a part of our  

reporting and assessment strategy and sets in motion a closer  

cooperation between the school and home for the benefit of  

each child’s achievement. 

 

Please note that supervision for children will be available in the  

library for those with interviews scheduled after school from 

Wednesday to Friday next week. 

 

International Competitions  

and Assessments for Schools (ICAS) 

 
ICAS applications have been sent home today. Anyone  

wishing their child to participate in these academic  

competitions must return the form to the class teacher by Friday  

27th February.  

 

It is recommended that all International Division students  

participate in the English and Mathematics competitions.  

Students from the Japanese Division classes are also welcome  

to participate, although please note that content of tests  

relates to the Australian curriculum.  
 

 

 

 

Fri 20th Feb 
HARMONY DAY  
dress in orange/gold coin donation 

Fri 20th Feb 
Kindy Reading Program 2pm 

Parents’ Information Session  

Tue 24th Feb Open Day 9:50am- 

Wed25-Fri27 Feb Inter P/T Interviews 

Fri 27th Feb Final day for ICAS applications 

Tue 10th March Open Day 9:50am- 

Sun 15th March Open Day 11:00am- 

Wed 18th March Special Performance 

Wed 18th March 
GATEWAYS Curious Science 

Y4-6 Oxford Falls Grammar School 

Thu 19th March 
GATEWAYS Curious Science 

Y1-3 Oxford Falls Grammar School 

Tue 3rd March Y6-1 Farewell  Assembly 

Thu 19th March JPN Y6, Y9 Graduation Ceremony 

Fri 20th March 

Closing Ceremony 

Farewell Ceremony 

End of Term  
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Reading between the lines ... news from the classrooms ... 

 

 

This week the children have done well in several class activities. In math, we learned about sorting based 

on size, color, shapes and other criteria.  For activity time, the children cut and sorted big and small safari 

animals. We looked at number relationships and finished a matching activity with colored cubes. We also 

compared areas of objects, focusing on vocabulary such as smaller, bigger and larger. In literacy, we 

have blended and segmented words using the constants sounds that we have learned so far which are 

s,a,t,i. They also learned new words that begin with the /i/ sound. During shared reading, the book of the 

week was “The Jigaree”, so the children completed a story sequencing worksheet. We finished our     

personal development unit “I am Special” and the children loved the activity we did using their photos. 

Thank you for promptly bringing the photos in. Finally, it was good to see the children bring in a gold coin 

to raise money for charity. I hope you have a great weekend. Take care. Ms. Sandra Oyeku  

 We have had many interesting lessons this week in KP. The children are really settling into Kindergarten life 

and are very engaged in their learning. The Literacy block focused on the Big Book ‘Smarty Pants’. As a 

class, we enjoyed reading it each day and finding the rhyming words, full stops and any words that had 

the letter ‘i’ in it. We brainstormed words that start with the letter ‘i’ and enjoyed using our whiteboards to 

try forming the letter correctly and also writing our sight words. In Show and Tell, the students are starting 

to try and express themselves and answer questions. Circle time involved language based games and 

sight words recognition. In Maths, KP looked at the words ‘same’ and ‘different’. We sorted and classified 

familiar objects and compared areas by holding paper and finding something larger than it. The students 

also enjoyed looking at themselves in a mirror and talking about their characteristics and why they are 

special. We shared our photos and designed a beautiful poster to display. Everyone looked lovely in    

orange for Harmony Day on Friday. Have a wonderful weekend! Mrs Rebecca Lisle 

 We have had a lovely Harmony day dressed in orange colours. Thank you for sending the children to 

school dressed so brightly! KW is working well and some children have nearly reached their five organisa-

tion stickers. Our sound of the week was Ii and we met the puppet, Inky the mouse. We have been    

practising writing all the letters and sounds we have learnt so far, s,a t.i and are making word with these. 

In maths we focused on the number four and focused on the concept of same and different.  The      

children are growing in confidence when presenting their show and tell. There are many kind comments 

from the children about others’ show and tell. We began our personal development unit “ I am Special” 

by drawing ourselves by copying our photos. The children are working hard on their home reading and 

learning the golden sight words.  Thank you for attending the reading information session today.  

Have a lovely weekend. Mrs Lisa Ess  

 Thank you parents and children for your generous donations sent in for Harmony Day. All the money     collect-

ed will be sent off to The Fred Hollow’s Foundation, a very worthy cause.  

Our grammar lessons this week involved learning and identifying Proper Nouns. We brainstormed countries or 

cities we had been to, and discussed how the names of these places always start with a capital letter. Peo-

ple’s names, days of the week and months in the year all start with a capital letter, too. We  also continue to 

look at and talk about recounts, and the children are beginning to add more detail to their writing. Our read-

ing groups went very well this week and the children settled in to the routine easily. They all applied themselves 

to their tasks, and made an effort to work quietly and neatly. In Maths we have been doing work on place val-

ue. The children were placed in groups and were given a pile of paddle pop sticks and elastic bands. They 

had to use up all the sticks by making bundles of 10, then with their group work out how many sticks they had 

altogether. Children had to explain how they got their answer. We have also been practising our counting in 

2’s, 5’s and 10’s. Our PE lessons this week were a lot of fun. We have been doing gymnastics using mats, and 

had to move across the mats in a variety of ways. The children’s skills are improving. I am looking forward to 

seeing parents next week at Parent/Teacher Interviews. Have a wonderful weekend! M Dimakopoulos 

 This week has been packed with lots of goodness! We have ploughed through some fun lessons and we also 

had our celebration of Harmony Day today which topped off the warm and sunny week. This week we worked 

in the garden to prepare the soil for our planting next week. Mrs D and Ms Dalziell have organsied a planting 

and harvesting calendar for the year, which include growing some beautiful daffodils to sell at a  year 1 and 2 

stall. For Maths this week we learnt about addition to 20, as well as multiplication (‘groups of’), the ‘chance’ of 

different events occurring, and we also ordered different objects and containers in order of capacity. For Sci-

ence we completed our ‘Fun with Fluids’ lesson which involved conducting some experiments with liquids. This 

was definitely lots of fun! For Visual Arts we continued to work on our ‘realism’ self-portraits. This week we      

finished the face and worked on our collaged backgrounds. When they are put together we think that they 

will look very effective. For HSIE this week we explored different greetings from different cultures. We made a 

poster to put up in the classroom so that we can practice and remember how to say greetings in different   

languages. Unfortunately due to the Harmony Day assembly, we did not get to do our assembly item this 

week.  But not to worry as we will definitely have the chance to do it next Friday. This will just be something sim-

ple but enjoyable for all o watch. Please come along if you can! J Parent teacher interviews commence next 

week. I look forward d to seeing those parents that have made appointments to see me. Thank you to all of 

the parents and family members for helping with the interviews for sharing time this week. They were VERY in-

teresting and stimulated some great questions from the children. Have a happy and safe weekend. Ms Dalziell  
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Reading between the lines ... news from the classrooms ... 

 Well done to all the students for writing and presenting such an informative assembly last 

week. They are learning a lot about the history and running of a shop. This week in Maths we 

studied the properties of 2D and 3D shapes. We categorized and drew the shapes. The     

students learnt the differences between prisms and pyramids and completed activities to 

test their knowledge. We have finished reading our first literature study book ‘Tales of a 

Fourth Grade Nothing”. The students have improved their vocabulary and comprehension 

skills during the reading of this novel. In grammar we revised the differences between        

pronouns and proper nouns and in English we looked at persuasive texts. We studied the   

language used and then looked at advertisements that used persuasive language. The     

students designed their own advertisement to persuade people to come to their shop.  

In art they collected pictures of products they would sell in their shop and commenced a 

collage. Ms Deadman  

 A great week with students working hard to stay on top of their classwork and homework.  

Mathsonline and Reading Eggs are up and running for all students at home now and we can 

begin to differentiate the work they do each week to meet their learning needs.   It was 

great to see the improvement from last week to this week in how the students were able to 

utilize the bar models to help think about and solve algebraic problems.  There were a    

number of great AHA moments.   We finished Kensuke’s Kingdom and the students are      

beginning literature circle activities on the book. This week we are all illustrating a scene from 

the book and thinking about why we chose that event.  In HSIE we continue to study the 

rainforest and students have been given their independent project to start working on.   In 

Science we studied Volcanoes and how they are formed and behave as part of our unit on 

Natural Disasters.   We all decorated a doll for Harmony Day – there were some very creative 

designs.  Well done to all the students who had speaking roles this week, either in the 1-3 

classroom where they spoke about a group they belong to or at the Harmony Day assembly.  

Enjoy your weekend.  Mrs Simpson 

 This week Kindergarten did work on body parts. High School students came over to class as 

part of their studies on the care and nurturing of children. They had some interesting activities 

together. Y1 N3 talked about school subjects. They made a timetable written in Japanese. 

Y2 N3 continued work on “My Relatives”. Y1/2 N2 worked on the まcolumn of the Hiragana 

alphabet. They also had reading practice and a written assessment. Y1/2 N1 had fun playing 

traditional Japanese games such as Darumaotoshi. They also worked on making the incom-

plete tense in Japanese. Y3/4 N3 had listening assessments this week. Y3/4 N2 learned about 

major Japanese cities, their landmarks and discussed their futures. Y3/4 N1 studied the differ-

ence between the Japanese and Australian education systems. They also did work on mak-

ing い adjectives in the positive and negative. Y5/6 N3 presented their family profiles they 

had made in the previous weeks. Y5/6 N2 and N1 had listening and reading assessments.        

 The Premiers Reading Challenge officially begins on March 1.  It is open to all students at Syd-

ney Japanese International School (both divisions) and all students are strongly encouraged 

to take part.  The Premier's Reading Challenge is a significant program, (not a competition), 

that challenges all students to increase their reading outside the classroom and to take up 

reading as a habit in their personal time.  SJIS had an excellent result in last years challenge 

and would like to have even more students complete the challenge this year.  All students 

that successfully finish will receive a special award at the end of the year.  Previous students 

can use last years logon details.  If your child does not have this information please email me 

at debbie.barton@sjs.nsw.edu.au , new students will be given their logon details as soon as is 

possible.  I am available at lunch times on Mondays and Tuesday to help any students with 

the recording their books online.  Kindergarten parents will need to inform me if they wish for 

their child to take part this year.  I wish all students success this year and look forward to put-

ting your photo up on the Wall of Fame. 

Book Club Issue 1 was delivered this week. 

Debbie Barton Teacher Librarian  
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On Friday we had our English Language Festival for all the students in the Japanese Division. It was 

very hard using our short time and making it successful, but I think it turned out great! 

 

Our play was called, ‘The Professor and his Machine’ and it was performed at the very end of the 

festival program, so it made all the year 5 and 6’s very nervous. When the professor stood on the 

stage at first, you could see him very nervous and trying very hard. When I played my role as the 

assistant, and when I first went on the stage to act, it was very bright under the stage lights and 

everyone was staring at me. That made me understand why the younger students were all trem-

bling and scared when they were on stage. Although, when I was performing on stage, it was 

way better and greater than in the practices. A lot of people were laughing when Yusuke turned 

into a girl. They also laughed when Kazuya turned into a baby.  It felt good to have everyone en-

joy the play. 

 

Besides our play,  I enjoyed ‘The Emperor’s  New Clothes’ the most, because it was a classic story 

with really good actors. It was also really funny, because Mrs Johnson was acting in the play too. 

The first play was also good because you could see the Year 1 and 2s trying hard to look great, 

and they just looked cute as. 

 

This year’s English Language Festival felt great. This time it was the last festival of my primary life, 

and I’d like to thank all the English teachers who’ve taught me the past 6 years. I am also looking 

forward to seeing the International Division students perform for their Japanese Language Festival.

                  

Hana Grasse Y6 

Last Friday, the Japanese division had an English festival. The year five and six performed the 

play called, “The Professor and his Amazing Metamorphic Transmogrifier”, and I am going to 

talk about that play. 

 

 The professor made a machine that could change people to something that they want to be. 

But the machine was not working really well! This story was funny, but it could also tell us that the 

most important thing is to just be yourself. I also liked the last song that we sang, ‘What I Am’.  

I thought Shun’s acting was great! My part was the Mother, and I had one long line.  

I really enjoyed doing that. 

 

  I learned a lot of English, some expression and to be loud. I think the English festival was a good 

experience. What I thought about the other plays is that the other grades had also practiced a 

lot. I liked, “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”.  The actors were really good, and also the story 

was funny. I have that book at my home! 

 

  That was the first and the last English festival for me. I really enjoyed it and I think everyone also 

had fun. I hope next year, I could do it better. Today, the last song we sang is my favourite song. 

The 2015 English Festival is always in my memory!  

Mao Numako Y6 

This  year’s  English  Language  Festival  was   

certainly a most enjoyed event, but what did 

the students who took part in it think about it?  

 

Here are a few responses from Y5/6 students. 
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The Professor’s Machine by Momoko Oizumi Y5 (a Narrative).   

 

One day, I was playing with my friend in the park when we saw a strange,  

huge machine. Next to the strange, huge machine there was an old man. 

 

“Who are you?” I asked. 

“I am a professor!” the old man said. 

“What is that machine?” my friend asked. 

“It’s a Metamorphic Transmogrifier!” the professor said. 

“Metamorphic what?” I asked. 

“It’s a Metamorphic Transmogrifier!!!” the professor said. 

“What does it do?” my friend asked. 

“It can change anyone to anything!!!!” the professor said. 

“Wow!!” 

“Really? So, can I be a good witch?” I asked. 

“Of course!” the professor replied. 

“Can you change me into a good witch? Please !!!!!” I wished. 

“Ok, Ok,” the professor said, “but you can’t tell anyone about the  

   metamorphic transmogrifier. Ok?”  

“Ok,” I said. 

 

“This way please.” the professor said. 

 

“I can fly! I can fly! Thank you and bye!” I said. 

“Bye.” 

 

I flew away from the park. And I went to the forest to practise magic. 

One hour later I could do some magic. 

 

“I’d better return home.” 

“So which way was it?” I thought. 

“I don’t know!!! I am lost. Help!!” I cried. 

 

But nobody heard my voice. 

 

Then the professor and the metamorphic transmogrifier appeared in front of me. 

 

“Help! I don’t want to be a witch anymore. I want to go back to normal me!”  

“Ok. Ok, into the machine please.” 

 

“I’ve gone back to normal me. Thank you!” 

“Bye!”   



 

 

A coeducational school providing bilingual  

and bicultural education for children of all nationalities 

 

International Division Sydney Japanese International School 112 Booralie Road, Terrey Hills, NSW 2084 Ph: (02) 9450 1833 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 

SJIS achieves academic excellence in all key learning  
areas with an emphasis on second language learning. 

 
SJIS respects the culture and traditions of the Japanese  

and Australian societies developing awareness of  
cultural differences through cross-cultural learning. 

 
The SJIS students, parents and teachers alike, become     
global citizens, able to interact with others in our world  

community with purpose and integrity. 


